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Hands Off Hot Copy

Positively Not Wall Street
by J eH Blake

there was more:
" When I first came to law school, I

"Do 1hey sli/1 have !hat Law was naive enough to think that Jaw was
Revue, where people perform at the more or less a noble profession, a
law school for the students and profession of people who cared about
thai? Well, I wasn't going to be in good, about the public good. I think that
it-/ wasn't too exci1ed about talent was naive. I think now that most people
shows and thai sort of thing-bw I go into the Jaw because they want to
make money.
played a jew songs and the people
" But in order to do that, you've got to
really ate it up, I hey liked it.
spend most of your time trying to
"/didn't know they were handing protect and advance the interests of the
out prizes, but they were, and I f!.Ot wealthy and the powerful. I don 't think
that's very exciting, very fair, and I
jirsr prize, and afterwards Terry don't think it winds up being very
Sandalo w comes up to me and says, democratic."
'I just have one question:
Besides, Small adds, " 'obody ap' Why do you want to be a plauds at oral argument."
lawyer?' "
Because it made sense. right? Fred
Small's friends had told him for years
that, " I was a good arguer, " lawyering
was a family tradition, and Small enjoyed the "intellectual challenge" of it
all.
He was good at it too. Small, a 1978
Michigan la w graduate, Phi Beta Kappad his way through Yale. and made
~Iichigan's Law Revie\\'. Dean Sandalow
remembers that Small
"published a rather good note."
And four years later, over coffee and
a chili dog at Dominic's across from the
law school, folks inger Fred Small says

MALL spends a lot more time
now trying to drum up clients, inc luding coffeehouses, rally
organizers and colleges. than Law
Review grads are supposed to. He quit
his job as an environmental Jaw attorney just two years ago, so he's still
making more phone caUs than he
receives. But Small's songs are
political, and right now the politics
aren'tbad.
" I'm playing a lot more gigs since
Reagan's election," Small says.
''Rallies, organizing events, conferences- people are definitely reacting to
Reagan.

S

"Last summer and early spring it
seemed like I was singing my songs on
the Boston Common every week for
some group or another whose ox was
being gored. Welfare mothers,
municipal employees, anti-Nuke
people, E l Salvador people . .. Reagan
has made a lot of enemies, and he
deserves them.
" I think we're seeing a turn a round in
this whole moral major ity thing. I
mean, when they can't push their pet
issues like abortion and school prayer
thro ug h a
very conservative,
Republican senate, well ... I think the
people a re fed up."
OBODY at the Ark last Thursday looked more like a lawyer
than Fre~ Small ~id . He wasn 't
wearing a three-ptece <I ptctured Clark
Kent slipping qukkly out of Room 200
and into his flannel and jeans), but his
glasses, trimmed beard and creeping
forehead gave him away. He looked
plenty serious too. So did the woman in
the wheelchair watching him ,
especially when he sang this song about
a restaurant waiter wondering whether
a woman in a wheelchair- maybe the
one at the Ark last Thursday- is going
to make it to the toilet in case she's got
to piss.

The place isn 't packed, but some 'ZO
people at five bucks a shot isn't bad. not
for a lawyer who left his practice just
two years ago. And they're responding
aren't they? They're singing along
when they're supposed to-even harmonizing a little bit Hell. it should go
as well in Fort Wayne.

I iust have one question: Why do

ee Mt\l.L. page eight

N

F rederick Small
Michigan Law School
Class of 1978

you want to be a lawyer?
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WLSA Display to Outline Rape Problem
TOMORROW , THURSDAY , OCTOBER 21, drop by the table outs1de
Room 100 and take a look at the
Women's Law Students Association
display. Hopefully, for those who think
Ann Arbor is a safe place for women at
night, this display will provide an oppor tunity to assess that belief in light of
more complete information. According

to the Ann Arbor Police Department, in
1980 there were 29 incidents of Criminal
Sexual Conduct One, defined as: "any
kind of sexual penetration and extreme
for ce or coercion to accomplish the
assault. Three common examples of extreme force are: the victim is
threatened with a gun or knife; the victim is brutally beaten and sustains in-
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We Don't Sell Clothing

We do sell what proper apparel will do for our
customer! It is our responsibility to create your
confidence and respect for our clothing and our
professional fashion consultants.
For an investment in our clothing and our professionalism, your appearance will surely pay
dividends.

Open Thuts. & Fri.

oo•

·11 8:~

306 S . State St.

juries; or the victim is under thirteen
years of age. "
In 1980 the police confirmed 40 reports of CSC-1. This year, between January and August, there were 29 such reports. At a speech Thursday, September
30, Ann Arbor Police Chief William Corbett stated there had been an alarming
rise in the number of attempted and
completed rapes in Ann Arbor this summer. The evening of the chief's speech,
a·n elderly woman was raped and murdered in her Jefferson home, becoming
the third such victim in a few weeks,
and tr agically disproving the myth that
orily attractive, late adolescent or middle-aged women are rape victims.
Most rapists are second or third time
offenders. The Women's Assault Crisis
Center reports having seen 83 victims
of sexual assault between January 1,
1982 and October 14, 1982.
TH E SITUATION IS SER IOUS
enough for the chief to have called a
special meeting of officers of the police
department. As long ago as November
1981 , the Crime Prevention Unit,
headed by Lt. Jerry Wright, began
giving Rape Prevention Seminars. So
far, 950 women have attended these
seminars. Also, the Citizen's Advisory
Committee on Rape Prevention,
chaired by City Councilman Lowell
Peterson, has produced a map of Ann
Arbor showing the location of all reported sexual assaults.
WLSA will a lso provide booklets on
how to make your apartment or home
safer. Significantly, a majority of the
rapes or attempted rapes this summer
occurred inside residences. In some
cases, the woman did not have her
doors and windows locked. There are
inexpensive methods of staying safE1,
such as window pins which allow adjustment of windows at various levels.
The display will also include reference
books on personal security and selfdefense and information on the Night
Owl Bus.
If you or a friend a re raped or
sexually assaulted, there are a number
of excellent services available in Ann
Arbor. Frightening as it is to think
about, it would certainly be better to
know who to call now than to have to
decide what to do after the fact. The
Citizen's Advisory Committee has put
out a reference manual of rape services
in Ann Arbor. The display will also include information from the Women's
Crisis Center and Assault Crisis Center
on what to do if you or a friend are
raped. Both those numbers are Jisteq at

REGENCY TRAVEL INC.
STUDENTS

STAFF

FACULTY

Individuals or Groups / Domestic or International

MAJOR (REDIT CARDS HONORED
" we con arrange io~ intervi ew flight for you "

HOTELS • CAR RENTALS • CRUISES

CALL
665-61221

"Satisfying Your Full Travel Needs with Friendly Personalized Service"
Convenient locotion:

601 E. Williqm

(CORNER E. WilliAM & MAYNARD)

ANN ARBOR

the front of the telephone book along
with that of the police department.
The rise in sexual assaults has not left
the law school library una ffected.
While most of the incidents have taken
place in the stacks, one incident occurred on sub-2 during the day time.
Professor Pooley strongly urges
women who feel threatened by someone
to proceed quickly to the desk on sub-1.
The library personnel have been alerted to past incidents of harassment and
will call campus security so the individual may be slopped before he
leaves the building.
Also, in response to a request from
WLSA, security phones are being installed on each floor of the stacks. Their
locations will be clearly marked with
arrows, and will give a direct line to
campus security.
IN RESPONSE TO COMPLAINTS of
inadequate lighting in and around the
library, floodlights have been installed
around the library facade. P rofessor
Pooley and the administration are considering such cosmetic adjustments as
low bushes in front of the spotlights, to
quiet the aesthetic grumblings the
lights have engendered. Although the
Trustees of the Lawyers' Club have
been primarily responsible for lighting
the Quad, Ms. Slote is now looking into
the feasibility of placing a spotlight in
the corner.
The Rape/ AssauJt Committee is considering several possibilities to assist
female law students, and would appreciate feedback from both male and
female law students. Please place
suggestions or comments in the folder
on the door of the WLSA office, 116
Legal Research. In the meantime, ask
a woman friend if she'd like a walk
home.

----------------------

Public Interest
Jo b Discussion
By Steve Schiller
The Student Senate Placement
Committee will be sponsoring today.
Wednesday. October 20, at 4:30p.m . in
Room 138, a panel discussion fea turing
students who have held a variety of
public interest and governmental jobs.
Included will be students who worked
for: Common Cause, the NAACP, the
ACLU, the Connecticut Fund for the
Environment, the National Wildlife
Federation, a private firm specializing
in public interest work, the Southern
Poverty Law Center, Legal Se rvices offices (including immigration work and
work for migrant farm workers ).
Women's Equity Action League , the
Michigan Appellate Defender's Office.
the Illinois Attorney General, and the
New York and Philadelphia District Attorney offices.
Although a date has not yet been set,
the Placement Office will be sponsoring
a public interest job fair next semester
that will bring interviewers to campus
to see students interested in summer or
permanent positions. Although most
students are making career decisions in
the fall , Nancy Krieger, Director of
Placement, explained that the fair will
be held in the spring so that the greatest
possible number of public interest em·
ployers will come, since most have no
idea about their funding for the sum·
mer and the following year until late in
. ~h.e a~a.d~'!lic year: . . . . . ..•
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FLP Fundraiser to Aid Battered Women
October 19-20 will be "tag days" in a
bucket fund- r aising drive for the
"Family Law Project," a free legal
assistance program for indigent battered women. The program is operated
by students at the University of
Michigan Law School.
Due to the cutbacks in federal

programs and long waiting periods for
services at Washtenaw County Legal
Aid offices, there are presently no area
public agencies to give emergency
legal aid to women injured as a result of
domestic violence, according to UM
students in the project.
The student operated "Family Law

Notices
PROFESSOR CHRIS WHIT:\1.\:'\ will
speak on, "Affirmative Action: A Constitutional Perspective," this Thursday, Oct. 21, at 12 noon in the Lawyers
Club Lounge. All are welcome for this
brown-bag lunch put on by the Women
Law Students Association.
LIFE ON THE JANITORS at the law
school would be a lot easier, the janitors
say. if students drinking coffee. tea and
other beverages hot and cold would
either fin ish their dr inks or dump them
in a nearby sink or toilet, instead of in
the trash cans. Liquids left in the trash
cans make their way through the
plastic linings, leaving the janitors
another unwanted way to spend their
time.

THE COMMITTEE OF VISITORS, an
alumni body whose members are appointed by the President of the University to examine the operations of the
law school and to advise the dean and
faculty on issues facing the school, will
meet on October 28, 29, and 30. Among
the comm ittee's activilies this year will
be a di nner at Dominick's with a
represen tative group of students.
Members of the committee will also
visit classes and hear reports on a
broad range of topics, including admissions , curriculum, financial aid,
and placement.

THE JEWISH LAW Students' Union
is holding an introductory meeting this
evening at 7 p.m . in room 236, Hutchins
Hall. Everyone is welcome, refreshments will be provided.
THE CENTER FOR LAW A~D
SOCIAL POLICY in Washington, D.C.,
will be interviewing for externships for
Winter, 1983 term. Second year students are eligible. The interviews will
take place Monday, October 25. Please
stop by the Placement Office for more
information and to schedule an interview .
WOODROW WIL ON 1\'ATJONAL lNTERNS III P~There will be a group
meeting from 10:00 a .m . until noon in
Room 138 on F riday, October 22 for
students interested in the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Program .
These internships place students in
administrative management positions
at colleges and univer sities. The
positions last one or more years. You
must be a December, 1982 or May, 1983
graduate to be eligible. Applications
and more information are available in
the Placement Office.
APP LICATIONS ARE NOW being accepted by the L.S.S.S. from all students
interested in working on the ad hoc
committee on the Stude nt/ F aculty
Lounge and the Capital Im provements
Fundraising Committee. Applications
a re due on Friday, October 15, 1982.

Project" tries to fill that gap, providing
full legal services for some 50 indigent
women each year, note two participating students, Lisa Hinickle, a
graduate social work student, and Chris
Brzezinski of the law school. While
student lawyers handle the cases, they
are supervised by two Ann Arbor attorneys, Molly Reno and Barbara Kessler.
U-M students will be collecting
money for the project throughout the
campus area during the bucket drive.
Donations are tax deductible.
Typically, the Family Law Project is
not an agency of first resort for abused
women, note Hinickle and Brzezinski.
"Most of our clients are referred to us
by agencies which provide personal
counseling for victims of domestic
violence. These include SAFE House
<995-5444), a private non-profit agency
in Washtenaw County funded through
the United Way, and the Assault Crisis
Center (994-1616), a phone 'hotline'
which provides immediate assistance,''
notes Brzezinski.
In many of their cases, the UM
student lawyers intervene by obtaining

a domestic violence injunction which
prohibits an abusive spouse from entering the home or removing the
children. The injunction is an important
temporary legal remedy while the
couple seek a divorce, note the students. In cases where both partners are
abusive, the Family Law Project
sometimes seeks mutual restraining
orders.
The Family Law Project has been in
operation for four years. Students in the
program, who perform their work free
and without academic credit, are
seeking to raise funds to cover administrative costs.
A number of local attorneys also perform pro bono (free) work on behalf of
indigent clients. The names of these attorneys can be obtained from Roger
Chard at Legal Services of
Southeastern Michigan (665-6181 ).

Ulrich's has...

and more
Action~r

FAC'f:ORY
CLOSEOUTS
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Footwear,
Bodyw eor
663-1}771
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S49 £ Un••ets>ly at East U & South u 662·320t

Quarles & Brady
STREICH, LANG, WEEKS & CARDON, P.A.

of Milwaukee, Wisconsin

of Phoenix, Arizona

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd
year students for summer 1983 positions o n

Thursday, October 28

Monday, October 25

SP ARBER, SHEVIN, ROSEN,
SHAPO & HEILBRONNER
of Miami, Florida
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for positions beginning summer 1983 on

T hursday , October 28
Stu de nts who wish to sign up late should leave a late card in the
placem ent o ffice. Brian L. Sparber, Ma n aging P a rtner, will be cond u cting the interviews.

.

for positions with the firm during the summer, 1983

SISK, FOLEY, H ULTI

& DRIVER

of Denver, Colorado
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year
students for positions beginning su mmer 1983 on

Thursday and F riday, October 28 and 29
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Scrimp Cocktail
The editors of the Res Gestae, having taken
" journalistic notice" of the cutbacks in financial
a id and the triple figure tuition hikes , have compiled a list of suggestions to help you scrimp,
connive and scrape your way through law school.
• For those of you with more flyback offers than
you know what to do with , here's an idea that can
save you money and help out a less fortunate
classmate. Simply sell your classmate a spare
flyback. Besides the original interviewer,
nobody at the firm has ever met either of you,
and in all probability, the interviewer doesn't
remember you anyway. On the off chance that
the interviewer does r emark that she can't recall
having talked to you, simply reply nonchalantly
that since last month you have (pick one or
more) : grown three inches/ dyed your hairI
changed your sex etc. If you're the type with
great grades but no " personality" this deal may
even result in your getting an offer you might
have missed.
• Household appliances can often be put to
unexpectedly economical use: Take your salad
spinner (if you don't have one throw a tupperware party and keep it as a free gift) and use it
as a clothes dryer. (It works wonders on briefs
too, for those of you who have yet to master the
art of dry legal prose.)
• Combine recreation with law : Hook up your
home video-game cassette to the Lexis machine.
• Avoid long-distance relationships , i.e. any
human contact which takes you more than fifty
yards out of the way of the bee-line between your
home and the Library. As we all know , Romantic
love is a modern invention of the phone and
greeting card companies designed to fatten their
accounts at the expense of your emotional and
financial well-being.
• Make use of your assets, for example, if you
are .rich in storage space put it to good use by
stormg nuclear waste. You'll be. doing your
government a favor (for a fee ) while you cut
your heating bill in half. Isn't a shortened halflife a small price to pay for that extra glow in
your personality?
• Combine recreational drug abuse with income; sign up for drug experiments through the
Medical School.
• Get an unlisted phone number: only 59 cents a
month to avoid creditors, friends and salesmen.
• Leave bread crumbs for birds, stone them ,
' then eat the birds.

To the Editor:
I am sipping lea at Dominick's. At the next table
some undergrads are discussing the world's
problems and trying to decide what they can do
about them. Letter writing, demonstrations and
canvassing are a ll mentioned.
All around at other tables the students of one of
the nation's top three law schools sit eating their
lunches. They are not talking about poverty or
war or toxic wastes. They are talking about starting salaries, becoming partners, and interview
techniques. They will choose their jobs without
examining how their choices will affect the
world. The fact is that most of my fellow
classmates are primarily motivated by greed.
Some, like John Schwartz, wiJI do their part by
donating to charities or by doing occasional
volunteer work in the evenings. They do not
realize that it is their energy and their time that
is needed. It is the skill they have received at this
top notch law school. It is their leadership.
But leadership is lacking as, one by one, law
students don their grey suits and head towards
Room 200, convinced by the lemming march that
it must be the right thing to do.
Some go reluctantly, sad that circumstances
" force" them to work for certain corpOrations.
After all , they do want to raise a family and
maintain a cer tain standard of living. Has any

one of them ever read Thoreau and really understood what he meant? Doesn't anyone believe
that the best gift you can give your child is a safe
and beautiful world? And why do they all give up
so easily, without actually searching at all for an
alternative?
I am sipping tea at Dominick's, growi.n~ ~
as I reread John Schwartz's obfuscatory letter to
the editor of two weeks ago. He engages us in a
meaningless semantical debate on the definition
of morality, somewhat akin to the old scholastic
debates over the numbers of angels one can fit on
the point of a pin . He doesn't ask, how can we
help lift the majority of the world's people out of
utter poverty? What can we do to prevent fu ture
Love Canals? What can we do to aver t nuclear
war?
I look around at the law students in Dominick's
and I realize with despair that these a r e not the
questions flowing through their minds. They are
sitting there, disc ussing their fl ybacks,
exhibiting an attitude towards the world, not
unlike that of Marie Antoinette-let them eat
cake.
Who will solve the world's problems? Who "ill
steer us away from our disaster course? P erhaps
the undergrads at the next table with their knapsacks full of good intentions will do the job.
- Carol Dansereau

High Schoolish, Fer Sure
To the Editor :
In a bylined October 13 Res Gestae article on
"taking back" the Reading Room , a female law
student quotes- without questioning- remarks
made by male law students that depict undergraduate women who use the Reading Room
as "adoring," " perfumed ," and "gumchewing." Such remarks falsely imply that all
these women come to the University of Michigan
Ul\1 ) to attract a lawyer husband.
I find this disturbing attitude, expressed by
Ms. Thompson in writing, in the oral commentary of many male and female law students. One
reason I am insulted by it is because 1 did not
come to the Ul\1 six years ago to find a
husband- or a lawyer husband.
There are other reasons. If more women were
admitted to the law school, or if qualified women
in general were given increased access to
rewarding careers- not just titles and
promises- then the undergraduate women who
would even entertain the absurd idea of coming
to UM to marry a professional would not think of
marriage as the best or only route to success and
happiness.
Res Gestae would do better to publish data on

the hiring, salaries and career paths of women
law students than to a llow articles that yap about
"pseudo-issues" like " laking back" to the
Reading Room . Journalists often call this yapping " filler trash." I would describe both the article's style and substance as exceedingly " high
school ish."
I would also say that some law students are incestuously "adoring" of themselves as a group
at this university. Some are " perfumed." Some
are "gum-chewing." From my experience in
Sub-3, many eat and slurp in the new library
Apparently the1r breaking of library rules and
norms of conduct are legitimate because they
are law students.
The law students who feel that the undergraduates using the Reading Room are more
obnoxious than they are should ask Res Gestae to
survey these undergraduates. Mos t of them
probably hope to someday live and study law
with their role models ·in the confines of the
imitation Gothic quadrangle on State and South
University streets.
- Linda Tanzini
The wmer is neither a law student nor an undergraduate.

Library Malcontents
To the Editor :
We wish lo express our discontent with the
identification process c4rrenUy in use at the entrance of the new library addition during
weekends and weekday evenings. While we
recognize the threat of underg raduate infiltration <witness the recently sacrificed
Reading Room l, we question the necessity of
overzealous enforcement of the law school LD.
requirement.
Specifically, guards have been instructed not
to admit law sludents without valid I.D. 's, even if
they know or recognize the students. Although a
student may gain entrance by giving his name
and I.D. number to a guard who matches the
number aga inst a mas,ter list, we have been informed that this method may be used only once
per term by each student.
We have several objections to these draconian
measures. First, some law s tudents are human
a nd forget or lose their I.D.'s Second, it is a
nuisance to re-present your I.D .'s after every
study break in the course of an evening <the

average second-year student takes 5.68 st.~dy
breaks per 3 hours of studying•>. Third, we are
concerned about the ability of friends ana
spouses to contact those who study in the new
addition. F inally, the rule has not stopped un·
dergraduates determined to use the addition
from coming in before the guard comes on duty.
and staying the evening.
We propose that any law student be admitted to
the addition upon recognition by the guard or
recitation of his I.D. number to be matched
against a list, and that spouses and friends trying
to contact law students be admitted for that
limited purpose. We view this proposal as
reasonable and no less effective than lhe offen·
sive and inconvenient measures now in use. Is it
1984 already? Professor Pooley, call off your
dogs.
I. J. Eisenberg, My Love For LeRal Study 116 (1981).

Jeff Kinzel
Katherine Rakowsky
Gary Rosen

Ira Rubinfeld
Mark Ferguson
Bill Brennan
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Forum
Prison Repression:
a call to action
by Bob Dews
ELIDA SMITH returns to her
Lansing apartment after her
regular eight hour job and
wea rily plops down before her
typewriter. She has motions to file and
briefs to write. Ms. Smith is a paralegal. She needs sleep but her friends
need her more.
These cases compel her attention not
for the subtleties of the legal reasoning ;
they involve indigent clients in criminal
cases so they contain little of either law
or reason. They compel her attention
even after a hard day at other labors
because the cases concern people she
loves. Ms. Smith is an ex-<>ffender
recently released from the Huron
Valley Women's Facility in Ypsilanti ,
~lichigan 's only women's prison.
Ms. Smith knows her stuff. While still
in prison she and a few of her sister
residents provided the counsel in the
case of People v. Sims. Patricia Sims was
sentenced in Detroit Recorder ·s Court
to lG-20 years for armed robbery a fter
violating probation by failing to report
regularly to her parole officer. Ms.
Sm ith found glaring ina ccuracies,
racial slurs and value-system-based
biases in the probation report. Because
the judge had stated that the proba tion
report provided the bas is for his sentencing decision, Ms . Smith's work
resulted in a reduction of Ms. Sims'
sentence to 3-5, oTwhich most was already served.

S

T

HE POINT IS that despite cosmetic changes in the state prison
system (e.g. recent court decisions imposing federal correctional standa rds
on many state practices>, and in stark

contrast to Chief Justice Burger's
blustering about the system being
overloaded with section 1983 and
habeas corpus complaints by prisoner s,
the only real legal recourse prisoners
have against false convictions and postincarceration constitutional violations
is their own legal exper tise.
The type of prisoner legal service office that aided Ms. Sims exists in only
two of the state's prisons, J ackson and
Huron Women's . These two offices
were informed that their operations
will cease as of October 31 . <An extension has been granted, after court
challenge.> The Departm ent of Corrections will now administer to the
residents' legal needs. Even in its
pre s ent
pseudo -autonomous
manifestation , the Huron Valley
Women's Facility Legal Services Office
is ineffective. The Sims case was the
only successful criminal case to come
out of the office in 3 years and that work
was done by the women themselves.
This reduction of legal services to
state prisoners is symptomatic of a
general trend within the Department of
Corrections. Even accepting the absurd
proposition that our criminal justice
system metes out equal justice to all
strata of our population, today's
prisoners are systematically, and even
casually, deprived of constitutional
rights.
Why, you may ask, stress the obvious
when this space could accommodate
four or five corporate law firm announcements? Because Michigan white
law students are apathetic and minority students are too busy reading books
like, Dre.1sing For Whiteness, by Wall

Street Willie, to acknowledge their unpaid moral debts. Because prison
reform is a contradiction in terms to
those of us who protested George
J ackson's murder and find ourselves
not witness to a new age of progressive
lega l attitudes about incar cer ation,
recidivism , and rehabilitation as we
expected, but only witness to more, and
mass , mu rde r (e.g . Attica , New
Mexico).
E NO LONGER hope for 'landma rk '
legal
decisions
(analogous is the effect of Brown v.
Board of Education on school desegregation: negligible) . We must attack individual abuses as we find them .
They are rampant in the system and
many of those incarcerated are simply
victims of shoddy legal work.
Michigan law students, even with our
meager legal knowledge and prison access can make a change in individual
lives. The question is, " will we?"

W

HICH BRINGS ME to the LSSS
Budget Committee's decision to
cut the allocation for the NLG/ BLSA
P rison Projecl. One component of the
project
is
the
tutoring
of
student/r esidents in the para-legal
course. which grew out of the Glover
decision forcing the facility to give the
women at least what the men's facility
had (e.g. a law library, and para-legal
training.). Selida Smith graduated
from the first court-mandated course.
The other component is the organizing
of student research teams to aid the
prisoners with simple procedural
problems, administrative foul-ups , and
civil and criminal substantive law
questions. This is a working project
begun last summer and operated
without fundi ng for that period.
The two rationales for the commit·
tee's decision were one, that only a
limited segment of the student
population would be interested (i.e.
minority students), and two, that no
'benefit' reverts to the school from the
project. The fi rst argument is blatantly
racist. Make no mistake- there was no
inference that it was because not
enough students would be interested

W

<How many go to these lavishly fi.
nanced beer parties? ) and we did not
infer thal. No, it was a thinly disguised
statement as to the racial make-up of
prisons together with the assumption
that therefore only minority students
would be interested. How ingenious!!
Liberals ignore the disproportionately
minority character of our prisons when
defending the criminal justice system
yet emphasize this disproportionality
when it can be used to subvert genuine
student interest and support for prison
reform.
As to the second a rgument: Why
should the law school benefit? And if it
should, then what better substitute for
the dear th of clinical opportunities at
Michigan than work on actual criminal
and civil cases of those not otherwise
represented? Of course, the project
lack·s the normal parasitic quality of
most clinical programs, but the lack of
academic credit should only hamper
the hypocrites.
INALLY, to all the Black feminists among you. Lf you can show
me a more egregious example of the
oppressive effects of sexism, in
operation than the women's prison
system I will eat my back issues of
' ·P layers'' magazine. Your time and
growing legal expertise, as a resource
for the Black community, should be
valuable to you. Before you decide to
spend it fighting str ictly feminist
crusades at the expense of the
genuinely oppressed among your
sisters , try to picture a likely scenario.
The scene is your feminist comrades in
the late sixties when burned the fires
that actually propelled you to your
present pseudo-elitist perch at the
doorstep of the plutocracy. There your
white sisters probably were, cowering
behind their mothers' skirts as the
television exploded with images of
Black people in revolt. ·'Daddy, can't
you do something to stop the nigras?"
they, no doubt, pleaded.
Well, " Daddy" found a way and it is
right down the highway in Ypsilanti, in
Milan, and in Jackson.

F

The author, a J l , ~ the coordmator of the
NLGI BLSA Prison Project at tile la w sc-hool.

More Letters

Reader Rejects Loots' -'Left Wing Mythology'
T -:> the Edi tor :

That very estimable political analyst,
James Loots, has once again slapped
the readers of R.G. with a thousand or
so words of righteous wra th. And who
are the targets this time?
Last week's " D isn't Dumb" blasted
surprise, big utilities, Phil Ruppe, and
Ron Reagan. Jim laid it on thick: these
da rn guys have been lying to us. Their
thirty second spots don' t de liver a
" Weltan schauungen ,"
nor even
" recondite musings. " No wonder I've
been depressed lately : my tube lacks
frothy
Spenglerian
sol iloqui es
delivered by pols.
Herr Loots gives a truly stunning
diagnosis of the problem : " The
American electorate may be a s
guillible as ever," he sighs . They are
..quick to fall for catchy jingles and
bumper sticker: themes ." C'mon Jim ,
we deserve a break today, so get up, get
on your way to the nearest political
history at hand.
WE ARE NOT the victims of slogans.
We happen to love mud, particularly
when it is thrown at pols masquerading_
as white knights. We delight in the ap-

plicability to our candidates of Chur·
chill's great description of P arnell:
" He spoke daggers, but used none."
These pikers live off the public dole for
two years or six, and then return to
sight pra ising themselves with great
praise. What do they expect?
Specifically , Loots is incensed that
Ruppe has challenged Good Don
Riegle's bona fides . Of course Jimbo
neglected to touch on the Senator's ads
that depict Ruppe as an oil-money guzzling cheat, or Kevin Gottlieb's- the
Reigle campaign manager- ominous
threat that if Ruppe " persists, we will
divulge to the press and the public substantial information ... We have scads
of information. "
NOR DID LOOTS :\1ENT10N, as did
the President of Common Cause on CBS
last week, that incumbents rack up 90%
of PAC money. Add to that franking
and staff, or the national TV appearance on behalf of Democrats everywhere.
and a less than fair situation emerges.
But Loots ' argument is really League of
Women Voters stuff, and it is presented
because it fits well with his underlying
thesis.

AS FOR PROP D, and the campaign
against it, Mr. Loots assumes utilities
have no right to battle the insufferable
collectivists w}Jo despise profit
margins. But even if he is right, he
should be consistent. Why not tack on a
critique of the P rop E boosters wh~
wear mushroom clouds as though they
were birthmarks? Or why not drop
back two years and examine the antiTisch campaign of 1980, when students
were threatened with shuttered dorms
if the porposal passed? Again, Jim 's
basic thesis would not advance well
over that ground.
Into his diatribe, Loots drops Reagan
and his " cavalier treatment of empirical evidence" which is now "close
to legendary." Even if these instances
were signifi cant, they cannot be argued
to be inconsistent with Reagan 's
general policies. When Reagan errs , it
is not with the intent of disguising his
ultimate aims. Contrast this with say ,
Carter's
memorable
" Iran
breakthrough" address on the morn of
the critical Wisconsin primary, or
FOR's "war, what war" rhetoric of
1940. Mild stuff, these Reagan

parables.
LOOTS' PR EM ISE. HOWEVER,
reiects delaying too long over the whole
record of modern politicking. His own
"carefully shrouded issue" is an effort
to construct a comforting mythology.
When causes and candidates of the left
have been so routinely thrashed over
the las t two years ' time, such a
mythology comes in handy. Loots' is
barely disguised : When my issues folks
lose, it's not because the voters intelligently chose the other side, it 's
because the voters intelligently chose
telJigently chose the other side, it's
because that gullible. bumper-sticker
lot didn't have the facts . They were
misled, lied to, deceived.
The end product of such a Weltanschauungen is encrusted elitism .
Whether of the r ight or left, such an ·
aristocratic view is da ngerous. The bet·
ter stance is to take your electoral lumps when they come, fall back a nd
regroup. Those gullible voters will
eventually get back to you. with the
help of David Garth. In the interim, enjoy the show.
Hugh Hewill
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Arts
Springsteen: Lonely Man of Faith
By A. D. Maclin

The House, like a memorial candle, will now
shine hard, forever .. .

"At the end of every hard earned day you find
some reason to believe." Declaration or command?
For Springsteen it is the article of faith, and in
case you haven't realized that after nine years
and five albums, here are ten new ballads to
drive the point home.
Home. in this instance, is Nebraska, or, more
precisely, the passenger seat of a car
Springsteen is driving straight into the grey of a
N.abraskan day, as the album's cover would have
it. This is the heart of America, boys and girls. Hi
ho, Silver.

calling and calling/so cold and alone/
shining 'cross this dark highway/
Calling and calling
so cold and alone
shining 'cross this dark highway
where our sins lie una toned . ..
Familiar Highwa y?

This highway, of course, is the one that led out
of Asbury Park through E Street, the one up and
down which Springsteen's mythic heroes were
born to run, into the darkness, down to the
river. But we'd be missing the man's point if we
said that there's nothing new about this highHeart of America
way: for the man of faith there will always be
The Heart of America is diseased because the
something new ; finding it is just a matter of
economy is abysmal.
looking hard enough.
The heart is tired of beating out the same old
Clouds' Silver Lining
tune. In 'Used Cars,' the singer swears he'll
'Highway Patrolman' sounds depressing on
never ride in a used car again, once he wins the
first hearing. Lawman Joe Roberts' brother
lottery. That's not humor, it's not pathos, and it's - "ain't no good," but J oe always looks the other
certainly not bathos. It's just America; Papa
way . Brother Frankly badly wounds a kid in a
buys the family a 'new' set of wheels, and ...
roadhouse. Kid's bleeding hard from the head .
. . . the neighbors come from near and far
Joe in a cop car pursues Franky to city limits at
as we pull up in our brand new used car
110 m.p.h ., but then pulls over and watches
I wish he 'djust hill he gas and lei ou1 a cry
Fra!lky's taillights disappear :
and fell 'em all !hey can kiss our asses
goodbye . . .

The heart aches, too, its heavy beats
resonating with the eerie heartbeats of ghosts of
albums past. Remember 'Independence Day,'
from The River? 'Independence Day' was about
the classic tension between fathers and sons
Well, in 'My Father's House,' that's all
changed. The tension has dissipated. The son, too
long estranged, dreams that he's a child trying to
gel home " through the forest, before darkness. "
The son wakes up in the .night a nd considers
what's kept him and his father apart. He gets
dressed and sets off to end their silence:
I walked up the steps and stood on the p orch
A woman I didn 't recognize came and spoke
to me through a chained door
I told hermys1oryand who l 'dcomefor
She said, "I'm sorry, son, but no one by !hat
name lives here anymore . .. "

I catch him when he'sstrayin '
like any bro1her would
Man /urns his back on his.family,
well, he just ain't no good . ..

Ex-presidents excluded, what kind of person
could do t his? Any one of us, suggests
Springsteen. And what's more, he seems to say,
sticking up for your family no mauer who! is a virtue. And, so, Springsteen maintains his faith:
even corrupt cops have their good points.
Ugly World
Now, one could reject all this Springsteenman-of-faith talk and instead embrace, for
example, the proposition extended by the convicted outlaw of Nebraska's title track. This outlaw
kidnapped a young baton twirler from her front
lawn, took her for a pleasant little ride from Lincoln, Nebraska to the badlands of Wyoming, and
killed ten innocent people with his sawed-off .410.
Why'd you do it, son?

HAPPY HOUR
TWOforONE

And, to be sure, realism is nothing new for
Springsteen. Hints of it in his first three albums
gave way to a feature-length expose of the real
world in Darkness on !he £df(e of Town.
Moreover, judging from N ebraska's 'Atlantic
City,' one might get the feeling that South Jersey
realism is alive and well and thriving in the heartland, thanks-very-much-now-will-you-please-goaway-and-leave-us-to-the-nasty-business-ofmaking-a-buck.
In 'Atlantic City,' then, we see the ugly side of
that resuscila ted Jersey Shore resort of resorts:
"racket boys" gelling ready for a fight; the D.A.
up to his neck in crime: the gambling commission " hangin' on by the skin of its teeth. " Sort
of like Bom 10 Run's 'Jungleland,' isn't it-except
that the shady characters have all grown up,
joined the mob, gone through law school , and so
on.
Yet, for all this, amidst the repugnant lowlife
deals and sleaze-ridden Atlantic City waters, we
find - what? Hope?
Well, I guess everything dies, baby,
thal'safact
Bul, may{)€ every1hing th~l dies
som eday comes back . ..
It certainly is hope, even though it's of the

chance-in-a-million variety. Of course, that's
Springsteen's point: hope is all about that chance
in a million-and that, says Springsteen in
'Reason To Believe,' the album's final track, is
what Nebraska is ultimately about. If you still
think the world's a rotten place, look harder:
Seen a man slandin ' over a dead dog
Lyin' by the highway in a ditch
He's s/andin ' out on hif(hway 31
pokin' that dog with a stick
Go! his car door flung open
He's standin oul on hif(hway 31
like if he stood !here long enough,
!hal dog 'd gel up and run
Sf ruck me kindafunny,
seem kinda funny, sir, to me
Still a/ !he end of every hard day
people find some reason to believe. ...

gol d

1.65 House Brands
Beer & Wine Specials
10:00 PM ·1:00AM
Sunday thru Thursday

Well, sir, I guess lhere 's just
a meanness in !his world . ..
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Bell's
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Paul & Thomson
of Miami, Florida
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 26
for positions with the firm.
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Features
A Heavenly Idea for Resolving Disputes
Summer Intern Not Averse to Using Verse
S

by Anne Bachle
OME OF my fri ends exhibited
genuine relief when I told them
how much I had enjoyed my
summer. I suspect they secretly fea red
that "Christian Conciliation Service in
Albuquerque, New Mexico" was akin to
Jonestown or the Moonies or some
other ill-conceived program demanding
a leap of faith.
Far from it. CCS heads may be turned heavenward, but their feet are
planted firmly on the ground in cities
across the country. The first CCS was
established in Abluquerque, and when I
heard its director, Laury Eck, speak at
a Christian Legal Society conference
during spring of my first year of law
school, I knew I had to find out more.
FRUSTRATED AND disenchanted
by too many cases between neighbors
or between family members, the notion
of reconciling the parties instead of
driving them further apart struck a
respo nsive chord in me. The
Albuquerque CCS had been incorporated only a few months prior to
Laury's talk; its Board of Directors
subsequently began to consider an internship program to interest law
students in conciliation.
I received Laury's letter asking me to
apply for an internship JUSt after
finishing a particularly dtsheartening
Tax final, in the midst of \\ohich 1 had
questioned whether I should even continue with law school. Now, with
renewed confidence that there was a
purpose to my being in law school, I
quickly requested that they consider
m.e as an intern. They accepted me,
wtlh the warning that there was no
structured program for the other intern
and m e - i.e., plan on answering
phones a nd running erra nds as well as
mediating.
The idea for a CCS originated with a
group of lawyers in L.A. wl)o came
across I Corinthians 6 in the course of a
Bible study. The passage begins " How

dare you sue each other !" After consulting the original Greek as well as
other translations, they concluded its
meaning was, ''How dare you sue each
other!" The Bible also provides the
procedure for avoiding lawsuits in Matthew 18: 1~-17- fi rst go to your brother
to settle the dispute ; then bring a long a
couple of witnesses; as a last resort, tell
it to the church.
THE CCS offers the means to follow
the Bible's commands-but offers
practical advantages as well. The goal
is not merely to resolve the dispute
between the two parties, but to reconcile them so they can continue the
relations hip afterwa rds - be it
marital, employment, neighbor, or
friend - which is something the legal
system rarely achieves and often impedes.
Once each par ty has paid a $50 administrative fee, CCS appoints a
mediation panel conststing of a church
person, an attorney cexpressly understood as not creating an attorney-client
relationship> and a layperson, who
work with the parties as long as
necessary until a solution is reached. If
mediation is unsuccessful and if the
parties so agree. the panel can then sit
as an arbitration panel and hand the
parties a decision. In both mediation
and arbitration, the parties are free to
have their own atlorney<s l present, and
are not bound by rules of evidence but
arc encouraged to tell their sides of the
story in as much detail as they wish.
HE CCS is not out to overthrow
the. legal system, but rather is
destgned to work alongside it.
Parties sign binding agreements to
submit their dispute to mediation/arbitration, and the ensuing final
resolution may be filed in court. While
the decisionmakers do not view
caselaw and statutes governing the

attorney; Charlie, a minister· and Ed
fo rmer
general
manager
or
Albuquerque's largest Chevy dealerdisputed area as controlling, such law
ship - spent much of their time counmay serve as a starting point, may be
seling the parties, often meeting with
influential, and indeed may be
them over a cup of coffee or in their
followed.
home
to keep the meetings informal
Parallelling the development of
and unhurried.
·
Christian Conciliation Services, the
ISTE
NJNG
TO
parties
relate
ABA has r ecently begun actively en~eir p~rticular problems, it was
couraging all form s of alterna ti ve
tmposstble for me not to begin
dispute resolution. The Albuquerque
analyzing
their case from a legal perbar has been quite tolerant of the CCS
spective. But, knowing a legal r esponse
there, especially once it realized CCS is
would be inadequate to console them in
not out to compete with attorneys and
their distress, it was with r elief I would
gladly accepts shallow-pocket clients.
remember that my response need not
IDEA LLY, ALL conflicts between
be limited to stating how the law views
Christians should be resolved within the
the problem .
church, and that is CCS's ultimate goal.
One of my favorite CCS cases concerWithout the support of all the churches
ned a student whose widowed neighbor
in the community, the CCS could not
owned a dog that began howling infunction, so much of our time this
cessantly as soon as the student came
summer was spent calling on pastors
home to study. The CCS mediation
and church groups, informing them of
panel proposed a solution : the widow
the availability of CCS, obtaining
should invite the student to her home
referrals, and signing up volunteer
for dinner three times a week. Result:
mediators. We also attended monthly
dog and student become good friends,
meetings of the multi-denominational
so no more barking, widow gains a
CCS Board of Directors for lively
companion and sense of security, and
debate on issues like whether parties
student gets some great meals.
should be able to appoint their own
One does not have to have a law
mediators and whether CCS should be
degree to work with the CCS, but since
available to persons not professing to
legal questions anse continually - e.g.,
be Christian.
how would this case come out in court
Many of the cases I saw this summer
- it helps. My experience this summer
were marital disputes, although there
has shown me a way to use my law
were also cases involving a construedegree to remedy relationships as well
lion contract, an overdue loan, a nasty
neighbor, and a possible defamation, as legal wrongs.
The author is a thtrd-w!ar student
among others. The staff - Laury, an
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Alexander, E binger, Fisher,
McAlister & Lawrence
of Columbus, Ohio
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on

TUCKER ARENSBERG VERY & FERGUSON

T uesday, October 26

of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

for positions with the firm during summer, 1981

will be interviewing a ll interested 2nd year students
for Summer 1983 positions on

'

TUE DAY , NOVEMB ER 4, 1982
Our firm consists of 24 attorneys and engages in a general law
practice with an emphasis on commercial law and litigation. Our
clients include a national bank and several major corporat ions and
insurance companies.
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Small: One Man's Idea of a Solo Practice
from page one

'Last summer and early spring it seemed like I was singing
my songs on the Boston Common every week for a rally
for some group or another whose ox was being gored.
Welfare mothers, municipal employees, anti-Nuke people,
El Salvador people . .. Reagan has made a lot of enemies,
and he deserves them."

"The good part about being a
lawyer is that you don't have the
highs and lows you do in music. In
music I'm only as good as my last
couple of shows, and if they didn't
go v.ery well, then I start to get really
anxwus and nervous. "
But Small isn't anxious or nervous
tonight, at least not after the crowd
warms up. More people are still making
their way in CI spot no other law students), but the ones already seated are
getting comfortable. They're listening.
Maybe they'll even buy a few albums.

"I

'M VERY FOND of Fred Small,"
Dean Sandalow says. " He was
extraordinarily able
and
thoughtful. He and I agreed on very little- he was clearly a man of the left.
But he was very active in class, and

l ought to be up there. I
mean, I can't sing as strongly as
Small-my ranf!,e is limited, and I'm
a bit too nasal-but with a little practice I could be strumming right
along side him, couldn't I? Cou{d J?
Or is it just that Small makes it look
so easy? I'm not really that talented,
even if I did (do? might?) have the
conviction, and besides, I've been in
school for three years now. Besides,
there's a lot of good I can do as a
lawyer.
By night's end the crowd was all
Small's. They sang to " I want a hug,"
and they clapped loud and rhythmically
to "U.S.A., Out of El Salvador. " Small
figured on only one encore, but they
made him do two.
"When the people are singing
together," Small says later, "It's a kind
of high I never had as an attorney ."

"I want a hug-when we say hello
I want a hug-when it's time to
go
I want a hug-cause I wan/ you to
k now
I'm awfully fo nd of you. "
Fred Small, "The Hug"

very enthusiastic.''
Small is fond of Sandalow too. "I
can't speak to his administrative
qualities, because I don't know
anything about them, but I think as a
teacher he was very good, very
provocative.
" I disagreed with him on many
things. I mean, his seminar, which was
called 'The Iqea of Equality,' we called
'The Idea of Inequality,' because some
of us thought he was more taken with
that than equality. But I a lways found
him intellectually receptive, and as a
man, I liked him."
Small thinks less of what the law
school, and law schools, turn out.
"Law school perpetuates society's
condition by telling you that it's a ll
'value-free,' that what you do is
necessar y for the 'system.' But you get
out there and Gulf Oil has 20 associates
on one case, and some consumer on the
other side has one attorney and no
computer to work with. Or maybe the
consumer doesn't even know he's got a
claim because he doesn't have a
lawyer.
" And these people seem happy with
that, because it's in their economic interests not to think about it. But I think
that's a sad way to spend your life,
thinking that what you do doesn't make
a difference."
But doesn't Gulf Oil r epresent some
good guys too, its employees, for instance?
" Oh, come on. That's like saying that
Ronald Reagan represents all the
people in the U.S."
But working for some of these Law
firm s provides good experience.

Law in the Raw
Argue the Facts
A potential embarrassment may be ahead for the
Supreme Court. The issue is whether the First
Amendment is v io~ated .by a federal law banning
a~y~ne . from p1cketmg, demonstra t ing or
d1stnbutmg leaflets on Supreme Court grounds. The
challengers, who won in a lower court, handed out
leafl~ts cal!ing for the removal of unfit judges and
carr1ed a s1gn containing 45 words- the text of the
First Amendment.
·
- De1roi1 Free Press, October 3, 1982

An Ounce of Flesh
Attorney Melvin Belli was hired by a Hindu couple
who were " in disgrace" because their newborn son
was circumcised at Kaiser Foundation Hospital.
Circumcision is for!)idden under Hindu law. When
~.sked how much he was suing for , Belli replied,
About a quarter of an inch. ''
·

-Playboy Magazine

"I think that when you're working for
someone you start to take on their
values. It's the old cognitive dissonance
thing: 'Sure, I'll spend three years getting good legal training,' but after three
years you find your interests have
changed."
But why all this unnecessary turmoil
about working the public interest, when
there aren't any public interest jobs to
b£' had?
"Because worrying about the condition of society is always unnecessary
turmoil."

"It's extremely useful in some
situations fo r people to know I'm an
a/forney. The news media write a lot
of feature pieces about me, and they
always say, 'lsn '·t this guy in teresting?' That's very useful to me.
"On the other hand, I've got to
send out publicity kits to drum up
business, so I wish they'd write a little bit more about my music. I
always wind up in the 'Lifestyle' or
Human Interest section, and it's
very hard for me to get quotes oul
of things like that, · because they're
not about my music. "
So here's a word about Fred Small's
music, a word which Small can lift and
put in his press kit right next to Pete
Seeger's quote about Small's "beautiful
songs." This from Small's former Constitutional law a nd seminar professor
Terry Sanda low:
"After the first time I heard him
play-it was either at my house where
the seminar group met, or after the
Law Revue- I thought he was a natural
to pursue his singing. His lyrics were
better than Pete Seeger's , and his
music certainly was. So I told him that
given his ideas he might have more impact on social change than he would as
a lawyer."
Or, as Small remembers it:

I just have one question: Why do
you want to be a lawyer?

Compi led by Mike Wals h

"A Lawyer Shall Represent
His Client to the Full
Extent of His Abilities"
Texas lawyer Joe Chagra pleaded gulty Fr iday to
charges that he was part of a conspiracy that murdered U.S. District Court Judge John Wood in 1979.
Chagra apparently entered his plea- in U.S.
District Court in San Antonio, Texas the same
district where Wood sat- in return fo~ a recommendation of lenience if he testified against other
alleged conspirators. Chagra 's brother, Jimmy, has
been charged with hiring the man who shot Wood.
The prosecution also apparently pla ns to drop
charges of obstruction of justice, marij ua na
smuggling, and cocaine possession agains Joe
Chagra.
Prosecutors contended they could prove that the
two brothers twice discussed killing Wood a fter he
refused to s tep down in Jimmy Chagra 's drugsmuggling trial.
-L. A . Daily Journal, September 20, 1982

TLC
Jurors in the Claus von Bulow trial wanted to acquit
the millionaire of trying to kill his wife but found th~;
evidence against him too s trong. McCall ' s
magazine said in an article published Friday.
Interviews with several jurors revealed that
many were impressed with what they described as
his charm and elegance and found it very difficult to
vote to convict him . " We wanted ·to find him innocent, but it was impossible. If only he knew what
care we took," said juror Barbara Connett.
-L.A . Daily Journal, Se ptember 20. 1982

Quote of the Week
" I don't know for the life of me how this is relevant.
I've made so many rulings in this case, if I haven't
made an error by now I ought to get the Pulitzer
Prize."
- J udge Carl Harper, afte r admitting a trumpet into
evi dence at the scand al-ridden divorce trial of Peter and
Roxanne Pulitzer.

